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In order to deeply analyze and describe the characteristics of car-following behaviour of turning vehicles at intersections, the
features and application conditions of classic car-following models were analyzed ﬁrstly. And then, through analysing the
relationship between the maximum velocity of car-following vehicles and the turning radius of intersection, the diﬀerences in key
variables between turning and straight car-following behaviour were identiﬁed. On the basis of Optimal Velocity (OV) model, a
Turning Optimal Velocity (TOV) car-following model with consideration of turning radius and sideway force coeﬃcient at
intersections was developed. PreScan simulation was employed to build the scene of turning car-following process at an intersection. Based on linear stability analysis, the stability conditions of the TOV model were derived. And it was found that (1) the
turning radius has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the car-following behaviour of turning vehicles at intersections; (2) with the increase of
the distance between vehicles, the driver’s response sensitivity coeﬃcient increases and then decreases and reaches the maximum
value when the distance reaches the minimum safe distance; (3) with the increase of turning radius, the stability of the carfollowing ﬂeet tends to decrease, and it is more likely to become a stop-and-go traﬃc ﬂow. In addition, the numerical simulation
results indicate that the TOV model can describe the car-following behaviour of turning vehicles more accurately with consideration of turning radius. The ﬁndings of this study can be used in the development of microscopic traﬃc simulation software
and for improving traﬃc safety at intersections.

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of economy and the acceleration of urbanization, traﬃc pollution, traﬃc congestion,
and other related problems have become social hotspots
[1–4]. In order to solve these problems, traﬃc scholars and
engineers have proposed a variety of traﬃc control strategies. In order to improve the handling performance of vehicle, a self-turning tyre friction control system was studied,
and the hierarchical integrated control system was built [5].
Before implementing a strategy, it is necessary to perform
traﬃc simulation ﬁrst and evaluate its performance in traﬃc
environment [6, 7]. Car-following models are important
components of microscopic traﬃc simulation, which can
present the behaviour of a vehicle when it is following the
vehicle in front [8, 9].

An appropriate space gap between vehicles in the carfollowing state is diﬃcult to determine. Leaving suﬃcient
space with the vehicle in front can ensure safety, but this gap
increases the probability of cut-ins by other vehicles. Dou
et al. [10] proposed an overall objective function to ﬁnd the
optimal solution. Turning lanes at intersections are high
accident-prone and congestion-prone sections. By understanding the car-following behaviour of turning vehicles,
improved design and measures are put forward for adoption.
Therefore, traﬃc eﬃciency and safety could be eﬀectively
improved [11–13]. Considering vehicle spacing, speed of the
lead vehicle and driver’s sensitivity, an improved car-following model was established based on the Next Generation
Simulation (NGSIM) dataset. This model was to improve the
accuracy of speed prediction, and it would be helpful for the
development of driverless technology [14–18].

2
Car-following model has been studied from multiple
perspectives for nearly seven decades. It can be classiﬁed
from two perspectives: traﬃc engineering aspect and statistical physics aspect. Car-following models from the traﬃc
engineering aspect include Stimulus-Response models,
Safety Distance models, Psycho-Physical models, and Artiﬁcial Intelligence models. The statistical physics aspect
includes Optimal Velocity (OV) models, Intelligent Driver
models, and Cellular Automata models. Among them, the
OV model was proposed by Bando et al. [19] to describe the
stop-and-go phenomenon in traﬃc ﬂow. Through optimizing the velocity of the following car, the stability condition of the traﬃc ﬂow was obtained. The optimized
velocity function was constructed in the OV model based on
the distance to the preceding vehicle.
The core idea of the OV model is to optimize the optimal
velocity of the following car according to headway spacing. It
is not suﬃcient to only consider the eﬀect of the single factor
on the car-following behaviour. Hence, traﬃc scholars have
added some variables to the OV model such as headspace,
velocity diﬀerence, and the acceleration characteristics of the
leading vehicle [20–22]. The results showed that the improved model can better describe the change of the acceleration of the leading car.
A new car-following model was established to address
the eﬀect of the optimal velocity changes with memory. Both
linear stability and nonlinear analyses were performed. And
it was found that the stability of the traﬃc ﬂow could be
enhanced by considering the inﬂuence of memory on the
optimal velocity of car-following behaviour [23]. Based on
the OV model, the eﬀect of heterogeneous maximum speeds
to the stability of traﬃc ﬂow was analyzed. The results
showed that strengthening the anticipation driving behaviour could enhance the stability of heterogeneous traﬃc
system. Moreover, diﬀerent stabilities at high or low traﬃc
densities are caused by increasing the value of maximum
speed Vmax [24].
It was also found that the following vehicle is inﬂuenced
by the leading vehicle and itself, which can be expressed by
the space headway [25]. On the basis of the OV model, an
improved car-following model was established and its stability was analyzed. Yang proposed an improved optimal
velocity function, considering not only the eﬀect of the space
headway but also the inﬂuence of the relative velocity between the leading and following vehicles [26]. The improved
model can enlarge the stable area of the traﬃc ﬂow. In the
OV model, only using the space headway and safety distance
to optimize the car-following velocity might lead to large
deviation [27]. An improved optimized speed model was
proposed by adding the velocity of the leading vehicle into
the OV model. Yang used the average speed of the traﬃc
ﬂow to replace the maximum speed in the optimized velocity
function of the OV model, and the results showed that the
modiﬁed model can achieve a higher accuracy in describing
the relationship among traﬃc parameters [28].
In recent years, driver information navigation system,
intelligent transportation system, and intelligent cruise
control system have been developed rapidly. Car-following
model is playing a more important role in developing
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advanced driver-assistance systems by accurately modeling
driver’s car-following behaviour from a microscopic perspective [3, 29, 30]. With the rapid development of information and communication technology, intelligent
transportation systems (ITS), information exchange between vehicles, especially the development of connected
vehicle and 5G network, the traditional traﬃc mode is being
subverted and new traﬃc situations are being created
[31–33]. This puts forward a higher requirement for reﬁning
the car-following model. Hao et al. [34] applied the datadriven models and the rough set theory to identify hidden
information of car-following behaviour. A car-following
behavioural decision algorithm was proposed to determine
the follower’s velocity, which overcame the obstacle that the
conventional method only considers ideal traﬃc conditions.
However, most of the existing models are suitable for the
straight traﬃc, which are diﬃcult to accurately describe the
car-following behaviour of turning vehicles at intersections.
The car-following behaviour of turning vehicles is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent with that of through vehicles, due to the
inﬂuence of turning radius, sideway force coeﬃcient, and
other related factors. Hence, it is necessary to improve the
classical model according to the diﬀerentiated inﬂuencing
factors. In this paper, the turning radius of intersection and
sideway lateral force coeﬃcient will be introduced into the
OV model, and a Turning Optimal Velocity (TOV) carfollowing model at intersections will be proposed. The linear
stability analysis and numerical simulation experiments will
be carried out to verify the validity of the proposed model.

2. Developing the Car-Following Model for
Turning Vehicles
2.1. Variable Description and Characteristic Analysis.
Taking left-turn vehicles at intersections as an example, the
basic scenario of car-following behaviour is shown in Figure 1. The turning process can be divided into three stages:
initial acceleration, the formation of the car-following
queue, and queue dissipation. The turning vehicles are
denoted as 1, 2, 3, ..., n − 1, n, n + 1, according to the position
sequence in the lane. For example, vehicle (n) follows vehicle
(n − 1) and vehicle (n + 1) follows vehicle (n) in the platoon.
The position of vehicle n is denoted as xn , and its speed is
denoted as vn .
In the initial acceleration stage, the following cars, which
are inﬂuenced by the vehicle operation rules, are more likely
to travel at the similar speed of the leading car. To minimize
the speed diﬀerence among vehicles, drivers might pay less
attention to their current speeds. During car-following
process, they might pay more attention on the headway
space from the vehicle ahead to ensure driving safety. In the
dissipation process, the headway increases gradually, and the
velocities of following cars begin to show some discrete
characteristics.
2.2. Optimal Velocity Model. The OV model, which uses
acceleration to describe the car-following behaviour, is easy
to understand and can accurately present the running state
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Figure 1: The basic mode of turning car-following behaviour at an intersection.

of vehicles in the through lanes. Hence, it conforms pretty
well to the traﬃc ﬂow in reality and becomes one of the most
important models to analyze the car-following behaviour.
The OV model can be expressed by the changes in acceleration, which is given as follows:
an (t) � kV Δxn (t) − vn (t),

(1)

where an (t) is the acceleration of the following car at time t,
Δxn (t) is the headway of the following car at time t, and
vn (t) is the speed of the following car at time t. The optimal
velocity
function
is
represented
by
V(Δxn (t)) � Vmax [tan h(Δx − hc ) + tan h(hc )]. hc is the safe
distance between the front car and the following car.
In 1995, Bando ﬁrst used the optimal velocity function of
space headway to determine the dynamic change process of
the optimal velocity. And the OV model was established,
which can be expressed as follows:
d2 xn (t)
� kV Δxn (t) − vn (t),
dt2

(2)

where k is a sensitive coeﬃcient; xn (t) represents the position of the nth vehicle at time t; Δxn (t) represents the
distance between the nth vehicle and the vehicle ahead; vn (t)
represents the speed of the nth vehicle at time t; and V(·)
represents the optimized velocity function of the vehicle as
follows:
V Δxn (t) �

Vmax
tan h Δxn (t) − hc  + tan h hc , (3)
2

where vmax is the maximum vehicle speed and hc is the safe
distance between the vehicle and the vehicle in front.
Generally, when Δxn ⟶ 0, V(Δxn ) ⟶ 0 for avoiding a
collision; when Δx ⟶ ∞, V(Δxn ) ⟶ Vmax means that

vehicles can travel at free-ﬂow speed, and there is no interaction between vehicles.
2.3. Turning Optimal Velocity Model for Turning Vehicles at
Intersections. The OV model was established mainly for
through lanes, which did not consider turning radius, road
friction coeﬃcient, and other turning-related factors.
Therefore, it could not accurately describe the car-following
behaviour of turning at intersections. And thus, Turning
Optimal Velocity (TOV) car-following model was established for turning vehicles at an intersection:
d2 xn (t)
� kV Δxn (t), r − vn (t),
dt2

(4)

where the speed function optimized for turning V(Δxn (t), r)
is a function that is related to Δxn (t) and r at the same time.
Therefore, the optimal velocity function can be expressed by
the variable of turning radius. In order to prevent vehicle
sliding or overturning in the turning lane, Vmax needs to
satisfy equation (5) according to the minimum radius (in the
design standard):
V2max
� μ ± i,
127r

(5)

where μ is the sideway force coeﬃcient. According to the
highway engineering technical standard, the value range of μ
is 0.035∼0.15. And, i is the super elevation.
As to left turn lanes at intersections, the super elevation
can be ignored; thus, Vmax can be expressed as follows:
�����
(6)
Vmax � 127rμ.
Substituting equation (6) in equation (3), we obtain
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�����
127rμ
V Δxn (t) �
tan h Δxn (t) − hc  + tan h hc .
2
(7)

3. Description of the Car-Following
Behaviour of Turning at Intersections
In order to accurately examine the car-following characteristics of turning vehicles at an intersection, an actual scene
was selected for analysis. On April 18, 2018, the traﬃc data of
left turning vehicles were collected using a digital video
camera, at the intersection of Xincheng Avenue and Boxue
Road, Changchun City, including a total of 67 cycles and 804
vehicles. An individual photo was extracted every ﬁve frames
(at 0.2 s interval) of a video clip. Left-turn vehicles were
numbered sequentially (1, 2, ..., n, n + 1, ...). Using camera
calibration and trajectory extraction software, the parameters of car-following space headway, vehicle acceleration and
speed, and the geometric design parameters were extracted
to calculate the average values of parameters for each cycle.
Professor Ibuyama of the Kyoto University of Japan
found that, under complex road conditions, signiﬁcant
changes can be made in driver’s body function because
driver’s nerve center and sympathetic nerve are being
stimulated by overcomplicated traﬃc information. The results showed that the pulse would increase, the blood ﬂow
rate would accelerate, and the blood pressure would rise in
challenging driving conditions.
The inﬂuence of turning lane design factors on vehicle
operation at intersections is mainly reﬂected in vehicle
velocity and acceleration. In order to make a safe turn,
drivers must drive carefully so as not to take emergency
avoidance or braking measures in case of sudden accidents.
For safety reasons, critical values of maximum speed at
diﬀerent turning radii were suggested, as shown in Figure 2.
Because the square of speed is proportional to the turning
radius and centrifugal acceleration, speed increases rapidly
with the increase of turning radius and centrifugal acceleration, resulting in side slipping or overturning.
In Figure 2(a), it can be seen that, at an intersection, with
the increase of turning radius, the recommended maximum
velocity of motor vehicles increases gradually. It is also noted
that when turning radius is greater than 20 m, the maximum
velocity of the following vehicle (n) increases slowly. This
suggests that when turning radius is greater than 20 m at
intersections, it might be not be an eﬀective way to increase
the turning radii to accommodate higher speeds. From
Figure 2(b), it shows that when the turning radius is 40, the
peak value of speed distribution frequency appears at 25 km/h
in the observation samples, and the maximum value is 35 km/h,
which is consistent with Figure 2(a).

4. Stability Analysis and Verification
4.1. Stability Analysis. In order to verify the eﬀectiveness of
the model, PreScan simulation software was used in this
study. By using the GUI and the traﬃc environment model
(including grassland and trees), infrastructure model

(including some highway sections, signs, and buildings),
traﬃc actors’ model (including various vehicle models and
pedestrian models), and sensor models (laser/lidar, camera,
millimeter wave radar, infrared, etc.), the turning traﬃc
scene at intersection was built. Millimeter wave radar, laser
radar, and vehicle communication sensor were installed on
the vehicle to obtain the surrounding driving environment
parameters. Building the control system model correctly is
the core to demonstrate the normal driving of vehicles
properly. The simulation model of the control system was
established in Simulink window, and then the model and
control algorithm were transformed into Simulink logic
diagram. According to the designed Simulink logic diagram
and software co-simulation, the driving process and eﬀect
diagram of the vehicle can be observed in the 3D viewer
interface of PreScan, as shown in Figure 3.
According to the car-following characteristics, the linear
stability of the car-following queue is directly related to
traﬃc eﬃciency and safety. It is necessary to determine
whether the following vehicles in a platoon are stable or not,
when driver’s operating characteristics or the geometric
design elements of intersection have changed. On the one
hand, the driving states of relative vehicles are needed to be
determined. For example, if the ﬂuctuation of the distance
between two vehicles is large, the car-following ﬂeet will be
unstable, and it will be stable otherwise (called local stability). On the other hand, the speed change of the leading
vehicle aﬀects the vehicles behind, which has an inﬂuence on
the stability of the traﬃc ﬂow. If the velocity ﬂuctuation
becomes larger, the car-following queue will be unstable.
Otherwise, the car-following ﬂeet will be stable (called asymptotic stability).
Assuming that the initial state of the current traﬃc ﬂow
is steady, all the vehicles move at the same distance b and the
optimal speed V(b), which is can be expressed as follows:
x(0)
n (t) � bn + ct,

(8)

where b is the space headway of steady ﬂow, b � L/N, and
V(b) is optimization velocity, c � V(b, r).
Suppose that yn (t) is the initial disturbance of departure
from the initial state x(0)
n (t), the space headway is calculated
as follows:
 
yn  ≪ 1.
(9)
Xn (t) � x(0)
n (t) + yn (t),
Substitute equation (9) into the TOV model (equation
(4)), and the linearized equation (10) is given as follows:
d2 yn (t)
dy (t)
� kV′ (b, r)Δyn (t) − n ,
2
dt
dt

(10)

where Δyn (t) � yn+1 (t) − yn (t), V′ (b, r) is the derivative of
the optimal velocity function V(Δxn (t), r) at Δxn (t) � b,
which is shown as follows:

dV Δxn (t), r
V′ (b, r) �
.

(11)
d Δxn (t), r Δx(t)�b
Following the expansion of yn (t) � exp(iakn + zt),
equation (12) about z is obtained as follows:

Vmax (km/h)
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Figure 2: The relationship between velocity and radius: (a) variation of maximum velocity under diﬀerent turning radii and (b) the
frequency distribution of velocity, when radius is 40 m.

Figure 3: Simulation of the car-following process of turning vehicles at an intersection.

(12)

−ω2 − kV′ (b, r) cos αk − 1 � 0,

(15)

Based on the long wave expansion, the stability condition
of the model is derived by substituting into equation (12),
and equation (13) is obtained:

kω − kV′ (b, r)sin αk � 0,

(16)

z2 + kZ − kV′ (b, r)eiαk − 1 � 0.

2

2

λ − ω + kλ − kV′ (b, r) cos αk − 1
+ i2λω + kω − kV′ (b, r)sin αk  � 0.

(13)

where ω can be expressed as shown in the following
equation:
ω � V′ (b, r)sin αk .

(17)

Substituting equation (17) into equation (15), we obtain

Suppose λ � 0, and equation (14) is obtained:
−ω2 − kV′ (b, r) cos αk − 1 + ikω − kV′ (b, r)sin αk  � 0.
(14)
The real and imaginary parts of equation (14) are set to 0,
and equations (15) and (16) can be obtained:

V′ (b, r)sin2 αk + k cos αk − 1 � 0,

(18)

where V′ (b, r) can be shown as
V′ (b, r) �

k 1 − cos αk 
.
sin2 αk

(19)
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At the same time, let αk ⟶ 0, the linear equation of L
′
Hospital rule is applied to the critical stability curve:
k
V′ (b, r) � .
2

(20)

The stability conditions of the TOV model are expressed
by
k
V′ (b, r) < .
2

(21)

When the stability conditions (equation (21)) are not
satisﬁed, a small disturbance imposed on a uniformly distributed traﬃc stream will lead to traﬃc jams due to linear
instability.
The derivation of V(b, r) can be obtained by
�����
127rμ
V′ (b, r) �
(22)
2.
2cos h b − hc 
Substituting equation (22) into equation (21), we obtain
�����
127rμ
k
(23)
2 < .
2
2cos h b − hc 
According to the linear stability condition (equation
(23)), it is noticed that the space headway between the
following and leading cars of turning is an independent
variable, and the sensitivity coeﬃcient (unit: s−1) of driver’s
response is a dependent variable, which reﬂects the change
of driver response caused by the change of independent
variable (r) in the car-following model. Let the parameter
hc � 4 m, the turning radii of intersection are r � 20 m,
r � 30 m, and r � 50 m, and the sideway force coeﬃcient at
the intersection is 0.04. Under various weather conditions,
speed limit is a necessary measure to ensure traﬃc safety.
Therefore, the maximum speed Vmax is directly related to the
road friction coeﬃcient. The medium linear stability conditions of the TOV car-following model is shown in Figure 4.
The upper part of the linear stability curve presents the stable
area of traﬃc stream, and the lower part shows the unstable
one. When r � 30 m, driver’s critical response sensitivity
coeﬃcient k0 ≈ 4.8. If k > k0 , the traﬃc stream is stable,
disturbances will disappear over time. And the traﬃc ﬂow is
unstable, otherwise.
In Figure 3, driver’s sensitivity coeﬃcient decreases
gradually and the stable area of traﬃc ﬂow increases
gradually with the decrease of turning radius (r). Compared
with the stability condition of the OV model, the traﬃc ﬂow
becomes more stable when the turning radius is taken into
account, and it is more suitable to describe the car-following
behaviour under turning conditions.
When the turning radius of intersection is ﬁxed, the
sensitivity coeﬃcient increases rapidly and then decreases
rapidly with the increase of distance between vehicles. This is
because when the distance between the front and rear vehicles is lower than the safety distance. It means that the
front and rear vehicles are very close, and the two vehicles
are running at low speed or queuing state. When the vehicle
stops completely, although the distance between the front
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Figure 4: Medium linear stability conditions of the TOV carfollowing model.

and rear vehicles is very small, the driver’s response sensitivity is very low. When the distance between the front and
rear vehicles increases gradually and approaches the safe
distance gradually, the driver’s sensitivity coeﬃcient gradually increases. Drivers always pay attention to the dynamical changes of the front vehicle and make
corresponding response, accelerating with the acceleration
of the front vehicle or decelerating with the deceleration of
the front vehicle. When the distance between two vehicles
exceeds the safety distance, the driver response sensitivity
coeﬃcient is also at a relatively high value. However, with the
increase of distance, the inﬂuence of the running state of the
front vehicle on the running state of the rear vehicle
gradually decreases, and the sensitivity coeﬃcient gradually
decreases until it tends to a small value.
4.2. Numerical Simulation. In order to further illustrate the
stability of the traﬃc ﬂow in the TOV car-following model
and verify the correctness of the theoretical analysis, the
corresponding numerical simulation experiments were
carried out. Under the critical conditions, the length of turn
lane L � 100 m, the total number of vehicles N � 4, the
average distance b � 10 m, and the initial velocity
v0 � 8.88 m/s, the initial position and disturbance of the
vehicle are shown as follows:
x1 (0) � 1 m,
xn (0) � h(n − 1),

n � 2, 3, . . . , N.

(24)

Given driver response sensitivity coeﬃcient k0 ≈ 4.8, the
turning radius r � 30 m were selected for simulation experiments. The simulation results are shown in Figures 5(a)
and 5(b).
As shown in Figure 5, it can be seen that when the
initial disturbance is x1 (0) � 1 m, the velocity of the
following vehicle ﬂuctuates noticeably, which transmits
backward over time. When the range of velocity ﬂuctuation is controlled within 3%, the traﬃc stream can be
considered to be stable. The evolution of traﬃc stream’s
velocity with time in the OV model is shown in
Figure 5(a). It was seen that the ﬂuctuation of velocity
decreases over time, but it does not change much, which
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Figure 5: The ﬂuctuation of velocities in diﬀerent car-following models: (a) the ﬂuctuation of velocity in OV model and (b) the ﬂuctuation of
velocity in TOV model.

means that the disturbance is absorbed slowly. When
t � 9.7 s, the maximum velocity is v � 9.15 s with an upward
ﬂuctuation of 3% and the minimum velocity is v � 8.65 m/s
with a downward ﬂuctuation of 2.57%. At this time, the
system basically reaches a stable state.
Figure 5(b) shows the evolution of vehicle speed with
time, under the inﬂuence of the initial disturbance in the
TOV model. The velocity ﬂuctuation curve shows that when
the initial disturbance is x1 (0) � 1 m, the speeds of the
following vehicles also ﬂuctuate in the same trend, which
transmit backward over time. Under the same initial disturbance, the initial deceleration processes of the vehicles are
similar. In the subsequent acceleration and deceleration
processes, the speed ﬂuctuation amplitude of the TOV
model is smaller than that of the OV model, and it can return
to the stable state faster.
Obviously, compared to Figure 5(a), the speed of
absorbing disturbances is faster and the range of speed
ﬂuctuation is smaller. When t � 8.0 s, the maximum velocity is v � 9.13 m/s with an upward ﬂuctuation of 2.86%,
and the minimum velocity is v � 8.69 m/s with a downward ﬂuctuation of 2.14%. At the moment, the system
reaches a steady state. Therefore, compared to the OV
model, the time required for the system to reach a stable
state is shorter, and the speed of absorbing disturbances is
faster. The essential reason for this phenomenon is that
drivers are more careful and precise in controlling vehicle
speed than in straight road section under the inﬂuence of
turning radius at intersection. In the process of turning at
the intersection, when the front vehicle decelerates or
accelerates, the driver of the rear vehicle quickly makes
judgment and corresponding operation to ensure the
stability of the car-following process. Therefore, the use of
turning radius as a key variable in the car-following
process can more properly reﬂect the driving behaviour
characteristics in the scene.

The simulation results show that the turning radius has a
strong inﬂuence on the stability of turning traﬃc stream at
intersections. Under the inﬂuence of disturbance, the TOV
model with consideration of turning radius reaches a more
stable state than the OV model. It indicates that the model
can describe the car-following behaviour more accurately
with consideration of turning radius.

5. Conclusion
This study analyzed the characteristics of car-following
behaviour in turning process at intersections and proposed a
Turning Optimal Velocity (TOV) car-following model with
consideration of turning radius. The main ﬁndings are
summarized as follows:
(1) With consideration of the turning radius, the sideway force coeﬃcient, and other turning-related
factors at intersections, the TOV car-following
model can more accurately describe the car-following behaviour of vehicles in a turning process.
(2) Linear stability analysis of the TOV car-following
model shows that the stable area of traﬃc stream
increases with the decrease of the turning radius of
intersection. With the increase of turning radius, the
following vehicle is more sensitive to the stimulation
of the car in front of it. The turning radius of intersection has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the stability of
the traﬃc ﬂow. Numerical simulation experiments
further verify the inﬂuence of turning radius on the
stability of turning traﬃc ﬂow at intersections. This
paper determined the performance and description
of car-following behaviour under the turning condition at intersections. It eﬀectively shows the inﬂuence of turning radius and other key factors on
car-following behaviour. These ﬁndings can be used
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in the development of traﬃc simulation software and
for improving traﬃc safety at intersections. In future
work, we will be interested in analysing the eﬀect on
right-turn traﬃc ﬂow at intersections. We will also be
interested in improving the TOV car-following
model by considering more factors, such as weather
condition and super-high transverse gradient of
highway.
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